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Abstract

Inclusive production of the f 02(1525) in hadronic Z0 decays has been studied in
data collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP. The Ring Imaging Cherenkov
detectors were important tools in the identi�cation of the decay f 02(1525) !
K+K�. The average number of f 02(1525) produced per hadronic Z decay,

< Nf 0

2
>= 0:020 � 0:005 (stat) � 0:006 (syst);

and the momentum distribution of the f 02(1525) have both been measured.

(To be submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction

The theory of strong interactions, QCD, does not provide reliable calculations of the
transformation of the �nal state quarks and gluons into observed hadrons. This phase,
called \hadronization", is usually simulated using hadronization models. The measured
particle production cross sections provide constraints and test the models available. Par-
ticles with high mass and spin may be produced more directly and so provide cleaner
information.

In hadronic Z0 decays, inclusive production rates have been measured for a large
number of meson and baryon states (see Ref. [1] and references therein). However, up to
now, the tensor meson f 02(1525) has been observed and studied only in exclusive reactions
like K�p! f 02� [2], J= ! f 02 [3] and  ! f 02 [4]. Inclusive studies of this state are
necessary for understanding the dynamics of its production.

This letter reports the �rst observation and inclusive analysis of f 02(1525) production
in e+e� hadronic events at a centre-of-mass energy around 91.2 GeV. The measurement
has been performed using data collected with the DELPHI detector at the LEP collider
from 1992 to 1994.

The f 02(1525) has a mass of 1525 � 5 MeV/c2 [5]. Its decay into K+K� (branching
fraction 35.6%) was used in the present analysis.

2 Event Selection and Analysis

The DELPHI detector and its performance have been described in Refs. [6,7]. This
analysis relied on the information provided by the tracking detectors: the Micro Ver-
tex Detector (VD), the Inner Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the
Outer Detector (OD) and the Forward Chambers (FCA, FCB), and by the Ring Imaging
Cherenkov (RICH) detectors.

Charged particles were used if they had polar angle � with respect to the beam axis
between 25� and 155�, momentum p larger than 0.2 GeV/c and smaller than 50 GeV/c,
measured track length in the TPC longer than 50 cm, and impact parameter with respect
to the nominal beam crossing point less than 5 cm in the transverse plane and 10 cm along
the beam direction. Hadronic events were selected by requiring that there were at least 5
such charged particles in the event, that the total energy of the charged particles exceeded
3 GeV in each of the two hemispheres de�ned with respect to the beam direction, that the
total energy of all charged particles was larger than 15 GeV, that the total momentum
unbalance was less than 30 GeV/c, and that the polar angle of the thrust axis satis�ed
j cos �th j< 0:75.

The K� identi�cation relied on the Barrel RICH and Forward RICH detectors, im-
posing the \tight" selection criteria in the DELPHI algorithm HADSIGN [7]. Charged
kaons were identi�ed with an average purity of about 70% for momenta larger than 1.0
GeV/c, as estimated from Monte Carlo simulation. In the 1994 data, for which both the
liquid and the gas RICH were operational, 1,020,889 hadronic events were retained after
the cuts. The number with at least two identi�ed charged kaons was 300,821. Adding
the data collected during 1992 and 1993, when the gas RICH was operational, increased
the statistics for kaon pairs with xp > 0:22, where xp � 2p=

p
s, by about 50%.

The detector e�ects on the analysis were estimated using the DELPHI simulation
program DELSIM [7]. The events were generated using the JETSET 7.3 Parton Shower
model [8] with parameters tuned to DELPHI data [9]. Production of the f 02(1525) was
included.
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The f 02(1525) signal in the K+K� mass distributions was described, both for the full
measured xp range and for separate intervals in xp, by a relativistic Breit-Wigner function

BW (M;M0;�0) =
M �M0 � �(M)

(M2
0 �M2)2 + (M0 � �(M))2

; �(M) = �0 �
�
q

q0

�2L+1
�

2q20
q20 + q2

(1)

whereM is the K+K� mass,M0 and �0 are the mass and width of the f 02(1525) resonance,
q and q0 are the kaon momentum in the K+K� rest system for masses of M and M0

respectively, and the angular momentum of the decay products L was set equal to 2. The
background was parametrized by the function

BG(M;a1; :::; a4) = a1 + a2M + a3M
2 + a4M

3: (2)

In part of the analysis, a second resonance fJ (1710) [5] decaying into K+K� was also
included in the �tting procedure, using the same function as (1) with L set equal to 2,
and neglecting possible interference between f 02(1525) and fJ (1710).

Thus the K+K� invariant mass spectrum was �tted with the function

� �BWf 0

2
(M;M

f 0

2

0 ;�
f 0

2

0 ) + � �BWfJ (M;M
fJ
0 ;�fJ0 ) +BG(M;a1; :::; a4): (3)

The resonance masses M0 and widths �0 were either left free in the �tting procedures,
or were �xed at their values as measured in this experiment, or were �xed at their world
average values [5] from the Particle Data Group (PDG). The K+K� mass distributions
were �tted in the region from 1.3 to 2.0 GeV/c2. The numbers of f 02(1525) candidates
were determined by integrating the Breit-Wigner function in expression (3).

3 Results and Discussion

The K+K� invariant mass spectrum for identi�ed charged kaon candidates is shown
in Figure 1 for the 1994 data in the region xp > 0.05. A clear f 02(1525) signal is observed.
For the �t to the function (3) that is shown, the mass and width of the fJ (1710) were
set to the world averages, 1709 and 140 MeV=c2 respectively [5], and the parameters of

the f 02(1525) were left free. The �t gave M
f 0

2

0 = 1535 � 5 MeV/c2 and �
f 0

2

0 = 60 � 20
MeV/c2, to be compared with the PDG values of 1525�5 and 76�10, respectively. The
systematic errors on the measured mass and width, obtained by varying the background,
were 4 MeV/c2 and 19 MeV/c2 respectively.

The measured K+K� invariant mass distributions in four xp intervals are presented in
Figure 2 together with the �ts and the background. The 1992 and 1993 data are included
for xp > 0:22. The masses and widths of the f 02(1525) in the separate xp intervals were
�xed to the experimental values obtained above for the full xp > 0.05 region.

In the lowest xp region, 0.05 < xp < 0.10, a signal consistent with the fJ (1710) state
is seen. A �t to a fJ (1710) signal with free mass in this xp interval gave MfJ = 1690 �
11 MeV/c2, in reasonable agreement with the world average [5]. The number of fJ (1710)
candidates in this xp interval obtained by a �t with the fJ(1710) mass and width �xed
at the PDG values was 405 � 200 (�2/DF=29.3/43). Excluding the fJ(1710) increased
the �2 by 5.6. It was also veri�ed that in the simulation, although some structure from
charm meson decays in the fJ (1710) mass region was observed at higher xp values, the
production of states with higher masses, particularly the production of charmed mesons,
did not generate an enhancement in the fJ (1710) mass region in this lowest xp interval.

However, the signi�cance of the fJ (1710) corresponds to only two standard deviations.
The analysis was therefore repeated without accounting for this state, i.e. when �xing
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� = 0 in function (3). The dashed line in Figure 1 shows the overall �t obtained. The
dotted lines in Figure 2 show the backgrounds �tted in each xp bin.

xp interval Number of f 02(1525) Average number �r�=�
r
f 0

2

< Nf 0

2
>

with fJ without fJ

0:05 � 0:10 419 � 118 295 � 105 357 � 112 1.18 0.0050 � 0.0017
0:10 � 0:22 561 � 164 375 � 147 468 � 156 0.81 0.0074 � 0.0026
0:22 � 0:50 186 � 173 25 � 141 106 � 157 0.72 0.0012 � 0.0018
0:50 � 1:00 109 � 46 120 � 50 115 � 48 1.04 0.0023 � 0.0010

Table 1: Numbers of f 02(1525) ! K+K� candidates with and without including the

fJ (1710) in the �t, the average of those two numbers, the ratio �r�=�
r
f 0

2

of the reconstruction

e�ciencies for � and f 02 decays into K+K�, and the resulting average f 02(1525) multiplicity

per hadronic Z0 decay in the four xp intervals, corrected for unobserved decay modes.

The numbers of f 02(1525) obtained in the four xp intervals are presented in Table 1.
The averages of the numbers obtained with and without the fJ(1710) were used for
the subsequent analysis, and half the di�erence between these numbers was taken into
account as a systematic error. In the region 0.22 < xp < 0.50, the number of f 02(1525)
candidates depended slightly on the range used for the �tted mass distribution. The
di�erences between the �t results were also taken into account in the systematic error.

In order to measure the average multiplicity and xp distribution of the f 02(1525), the
rates were expressed relative to the � production rates by:

< N r
f 0

2

> = < N r
� >

N r
f 0

2

N r
�

�
�r�

�rf 0

2

; (4)

where < N r
f 0

2

> and < N r
� > are the mean multiplicities, N r

f 0

2

and N r
� the numbers

of reconstructed decays, and �rf 0

2

and �r� are the e�ciencies, for f 02(1525) and �(1020)

respectively. All numbers in Eq. (4) correspond to the numbers reconstructed in the
K+K� decay mode, indicated by the superscript r, both for f 02(1525) and �(1020). The
N r

� were obtained using the same K+K� mass distributions as the N r
f 0

2

, and a similar

�tting procedure.
The average of the �(1020) production rates measured by the LEP experiments [10]

is 0.107 � 0.009 per hadronic Z0 decay [1]. As the tuned JETSET model yields a good
description of the momentum spectrum of the �(1020), the relative �(1020) multiplicities
in the four xp regions were calculated from JETSET, while the global � multiplicity was
renormalized to the above average value measured at LEP. The systematic errors on the
numbers and average multiplicities of the � were taken into account, as was the branching
fraction of � into K+K� (49.1%).

The use of Eq. (4) for measuring the average f 02(1525) multiplicities avoided the
calculation of the kaon e�ciency from the simulation: the e�ciency ratio �r�/�

r
f 0

2

could be

extracted more reliably from the simulation than �rf 0

2

itself.

The e�ciency ratio was calculated from simulated events for the full measured xp
interval, �r�/�

r
f 0

2

=0.87, and for the four xp regions. In each region of xp, the average of

two �r�/�
r
f 0

2

ratios, one for the full measured xp interval and the other for the given xp
region, was used. The e�ciency ratios are given in Table 1. The statistical errors on
these numbers are negligible. Their systematic errors were taken into account.
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The average f 02(1525) multiplicities,< Nf 0

2
>, in four xp intervals, calculated using Eq.

(4) and corrected for unobserved f 02(1525) decay modes, are given in the last column of
Table 1. The measured average multiplicity in the xp > 0.05 range, obtained by summing
over the four xp intervals, amounted to 0:0159 � 0:0037 (stat) per hadronic event. The
extrapolation to the full xp range, assuming that the unmeasured interval xp < 0.05 is
represented by the normalized JETSET 7.3 PS model tuned to DELPHI data [9], yielded
the �nal value for the total f 02(1525) multiplicity

< Nf 0

2
> = 0:020 � 0:005 (stat) � 0:006 (syst): (5)

The systematic error quoted is the quadratic sum of the following uncertainties.

{ The �tting with and without the fJ(1710) contributed an error of �0.0041.
{ The uncertainty on the ratio of the e�ciencies and the numbers and average multi-
plicities of the � was estimated by recalculating the average f 02 multiplicities using
the expression

< Nf 0

2
> = N r

f 0

2

=(Nev � �rf 0

2

) (6)

(where Nev is the number of hadronic Z decays), which does not make use of the �
multiplicities, and taking the f 02(1525) e�ciencies, �rf 0

2

, from simulation. The di�er-

ence in the average f 02(1525) multiplicities obtained from Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) was
0.0031; this di�erence was considered as a systematic error.

{ The �tting function and the mass and width of the signal were varied. As an
alternative shape of the f 02 signal, the shape from simulated events was considered.
As input value for the mass and width of the f 02, the PDG values, 1525 and 76
MeV/c2 respectively, were chosen. The analysis of simulated events did not show
evidence of a distortion of the Breit-Wigner shape of the f 02 due to the inuence
of phase space and detector e�ects: no mass shift was observed and the width was
increased by the value of the K+K� mass resolution; this was almost constant at
about 10 MeV/c2 over the full measured xp > 0:05 range. The error from these
sources was estimated to be �0:0017.

{ The reections from other states in the f 02 mass region was calculated from events
generated according to the JETSET model and passed through detector simulation,
and were subtracted from the experimental K+K� mass distributions. All states
decaying into two or more charged particles which were identi�ed after the detector
simulation as an unlike-sign kaon pair were considered. The corresponding error was
estimated to be �0:0017.

{ The correction for the unmeasured interval xp < 0:05 based on the JETSET 7.3 PS
model amounted to 0.0043; an error of �0:0014 (one third) was assigned to it.

The observed ratio

�(f 02(1525))=�(�(1020)) = 0:19 � 0:07 (7)

agrees with the ratio
�(f2(1270))=�(�

0(770)) = 0:24 � 0:07 (8)

measured in [11], as well as with the average ratio of tensor to vector mesons in hadronic
reactions of 0.25 � 0.03 [12].

Table 2 and Figure 3 give the di�erential cross sections of f 02(1525) as a function of
xp. The dashed line in Figure 3 shows the �(1020) production as modelled by JETSET
and normalized to the mean �(1020) multiplicity measured at LEP [1]. The shapes of
the xp distributions of the f

0

2(1525) and �(1020) are in agreement within the large errors,
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xp interval (1=�h)�d�=dxp
0.05 - 0.10 0.100 � 0.034 � 0.032
0.10 - 0.22 0.062 � 0.022 � 0.024
0.22 - 0.50 0.004 � 0.006 � 0.006
0.50 - 1.00 0.005 � 0.002 � 0.002

Table 2: Di�erential cross section (1=�h)�d�=dxp for the production of f 02(1525). The

�rst error is statistical and the second is systematic.

but some indication of an increasing ratio of tensor to vector production (up to one) for
the leading mesons in the high xp region may also be seen, as observed previously in Ref.
[11].

The measured average multiplicity and the xp distribution of the f 02(1525) can be
compared with the JETSET 7.3 model tuned to DELPHI data [9]. Parameters which are
important for f 02(1525) production in the model are the strangeness suppression factor
and the probability of strange tensor meson production; these were set to 0.28 and 0.132,
respectively. The predicted value for the f 02(1525) average multiplicity in JETSET is
0.024, in good agreement with the measured value. The JETSET model also describes
the xp distribution well (Figure 3). Note that the JETSET model was tuned to DELPHI
data for production of other mesons and baryons without using the present results on
f 02(1525) production.

4 Conclusions

The �rst observation of f 02(1525) production in hadronic Z0 decays has been reported.
The production rate per hadronic Z0 decay:

< Nf 0

2
>= 0:020 � 0:005 (stat)� 0.006 (syst)

and the xp distribution have been measured. The ratio of cross sections f 02(1525)/�(1020)
is in agreement with the vector-to-tensor meson ratios measured for other states. The
shapes of the xp distributions for f 02(1525) and �(1020) are similar, indicating similar
production mechanisms of these mesons. The average multiplicity agrees well with the
prediction of the JETSET model with DELPHI tuned parameters. The shape of the xp
spectrum is consistent with the one predicted by JETSET. The results of the inclusive
analysis are consistent with the assumption that the f 02(1525) is a s�s tensor meson.
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Figure 1: The K+K� invariant mass spectrum in the f 02(1525) mass region for the mea-
sured xp interval xp > 0.05, for the 1994 data. The full curve is the result of the �t to
expression (3). The lower part of the Figure presents the data and the �t for f 02(1525)
after subtracting the background and the fJ (1710) contribution and multiplying by a
factor 2.5. The dashed curve is the result of the �t to function (3) with � = 0.
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Figure 2: The K+K� invariant mass spectra in the f 02(1525) mass region for the xp
intervals indicated. The full curves show the �t to expression (3); the dashed curves
represent the sum of background and the contribution of the fJ (1710). The dotted
curves show the background for the �t with � = 0 in function (3). The upper Figures
are for the 1994 data while the lower Figures are for the combined 1992, 1993 and 1994
data.
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Figure 3: Di�erential cross section (1=�h)�d�=dxp for inclusive f 02(1525) production. Er-
rors are statistical only. The dashed line shows the di�erential cross section (1=�h)�d�=dxp
for �(1020) production at LEP, the shape being taken from JETSET (see text). The full
curve represents the expectation for the f 02(1525) from the JETSET 7.3 PS model with
parameters tuned to other DELPHI data.


